
John Blazy Designs’ Dichrolam™ glass is a proven and trusted 
product that continues to bring wonder to building occupants 
and visitors alike. The beauty and wonderment of Dichrolam™ 
is in the angles. As a person moves and views the glass from 
different angles they will see different colors being transmitted 
as well as different opacity levels. In other words, two persons 
at different points can be viewing the same glass, yet be seeing 
different colors emitting from the glass. Moreover, Dichrolam™ 
is also durable. It is made with glass, lamination inter-layers, and 
film products that will not diminish over time. Dichrolam™ will 
maintain its vibrancy and luster for decades.

Dichrolam™ Red and Green

Transmission Colors

Dichrolam Red
aqua blue/green, deep blue, 

magenta, while reflection color 

will be copper/red shifting 

through yellow/gold and into 

green at skew angles.

Dichrolam Green
magenta /purple, orange, 

yellow, while reflection color 

will be green shifting into deep 

blue at skew angles.



Dichrolam™ Red and Green

Technical Information (Interior and Building Envelope)
Material Safety Thickness Size

Red Plastic and Glass Temp or Lami ” – 1 ” 50” x 120”
Green Plastic and Glass Temp or Lami ” – 1 ” 50” x 120”

Edge Work: We offer seamed, standard flat polish, and monolithic flat polish. Insulated Glass Units are available.

Dichrolam Red. Handrail at Hard Rock Hotel & Casino, Tampa, FL.
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Cost Summary (US Funds)

There are several factors that determine the price of 

these products. These factors are material thickness, 

edge work, total square footage (SF), shape, warranty 

length, and material used.

Plastic: $25 - $45 SF

Glass: $40 - $80 SF

Interior and Exterior Applications

Store-fronts, Skylights, Partitions, Transoms, Counter 

Tops, Skylights, Windows, Dividers, Side-lights, Hand 

rails, and more.

Warranty

We offer a one year limited warranty on these products. 

For terms and conditions please see our Dichrolam™ 

Statute of Limitations.

Cleaning Instructions

For our glass based products, we recommend using 

vinegar based cleaner with a lint free applicator. 

However, ammonia based cleaners can also be used 

with this product. If the base substrate is plastic then 

we recommend plastic based compatible cleaners. 

Isopropyl alcohol is strongest solvent recommended for 

plastic based Dichrolam™ – no MEK, acetone or similar 

solvents.  Abrasive cleaners, strong ammonia or alkaline 

solutions should always be avoided unless glass based 

products are used.

Installation Instructions

Dichrolam™ series installation procedures are like any 

other glazing product. In the case of edge lighting and 

back lighting these products, we will add a light diffuser 

to the glass make up to enhance the lighting affects. We 

highly recommend that the light diffuser be part of the 

glass make up rather than a separate item.
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